Safety Guidelines PGI 2020 Waiver for Large Manufacturing Area

The "PGI All Stars" and the "Large Device Manufacturing Area" shall be separate from the manufacturing area described in this section of the PGI safety guidelines. They shall function autonomously as permitted by the Safety Chairperson and/or Safety Director. Admission shall be strictly controlled by the large manufacturing and All-Star teams and limited to only those persons necessary for operations and limited opportunities for guest members to observe the activities or to gain experience in large manufacturing. Special wristbands for each area will be issued. All persons entering this area must sign in, acknowledging that this is an extremely high hazard area. The Safety Chairman or their designee must be kept informed at all times as to which members are present. Those entering acknowledge that any accidental ignition of materials in this area is very likely to result in fatal injuries and expressly indemnify the PGI against any claims related to their activities or their presence in this area where the activities of themselves or of others may expose them to risk of lethal injuries.

Signed: _________________________ Witnessed: ___________________ Date: _________